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Comments on the Abell Foundation Report 
 
 

I. Executive Summary 

A. Introduction 

A report authored by the Abell Foundation titled Maryland’s Dysfunctional Residential Third-

Party Energy Supply Market: An Assessment of Costs and Policies (“Abell Report”) makes an 

unsubstantiated and invalid contention that residential customers overpay when purchasing 

retail power and natural gas from third party suppliers.  The report then uses this false allegation 

to declare that retail choice exerts undue harm on low income residential customers in the State 

of Maryland.  As this document will show, the analyses conducted by the Abell Foundation to 

prove that Maryland residential customers overpay for retail service is frivolous and no valid 

conclusions can be reached from it.  Further, other ‘evidence’ sited by the Abell Report claiming 

that Maryland customers overpay for retail choice has been debunked and accusations that 

retail choice offers no value to residential customers is without merit.  Finally, this document 

also presents proof that Maryland residential customers can achieve substantial savings over 

their local utility by taking advantage of retail choice.  This savings can be realized in addition to 

other benefits afforded to customers via retail choice that regulated utilities do not provide. 

 

B. Issues with the Abell Report 

The Abell Report presents deficient analyses culminating in meaningless analytical results as 

well as sites a debunked analysis conducted by the Maryland Office of People’s Counsel (“OPC”) 

to falsely claim that Maryland residential customers overpay for retail service.  The Abell Report 

also makes frivolous and unsubstantiated claims that retail supplier products don’t offer value 

to consumers and that Purchase of Receivables (“POR”) instigates retail supplier price gouging.  

The Abell Report then uses these false analysis results and unsubstantiated denunciations to 

erroneously declare that retail choice harms low income customers in the State of Maryland.  

More specifically, the Abell Report:  

1) Provides no credible evidence that residential customers, low income or otherwise, 

overpay for retail service 

2) Erroneously attacks the Retail Energy Supply Association for defending retail choice 

3) Makes the bizarre and inexplicable claim that POR causes retail energy suppliers to raise 

their prices  

4) Disregards reasons why low-income customers opt for retail service, thereby implying 

that these customers are incapable of acting in their own best interest 
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The remainder of this document details the numerous issues found with the Abell Report.  The 

document also presents evidence from Intelometry Market Savings Reports for Maryland that 

makes clear residential customers can save money by contracting for retail supply. 

 

II. No Credible Evidence that Customers Overpay for Retail 

Service 

The Abell Report bases the claim that customers overpay for retail choice on the following: 

1) The report sites analysis results from a report compiled by the Maryland Office of People’s 

Counsel (“OPC Report”) 

2) The report compares data from the Energy Information Administration (“EIA”) to Maryland 

Standard Offer Service (“SOS”) prices 

3) The report surveys the bills of 40 residential customers in BGE’s service area 

4) The report performs a so-called “deep dive” analysis for 9 low income customers in BGE’s 

service area 

As discussed in the remainder of this section, none of the items sited by the Abell Report constitute 

evidence of anything, much less that residential customers are overpaying of retail supplier service.  

This is critical to understand since everything the Abell Report concludes and recommends rests 

solely on proving the Abell Foundation’s accusation that residential customers overpay for retail 

choice.  If the analytical results presented in the Abell Report are unfounded then the entire report 

itself is invalid and should never be used to foster changes in any regulatory or legislative policy. 

 

A. The OPC Report has been thoroughly debunked 

The Abell Report sites analysis results presented in a report produced by the OPC titled 

Maryland’s Residential Electric and Gas Supply Markets: Where Do We Go from Here? that 

concluded “third-party supply of electricity and natural gas is resulting in substantial 

overpayments in the aggregate”1 for residential customers.  However, analysis results of the 

OPC Report have been thoroughly debunked in a report drafted on behalf of the Retail Energy 

Supply Association (“RESA Report”).  The RESA Report found that “the analysis and assumptions 

that produce” the claim that residential customers are overpaying for third party supply in 

Maryland “are so laden with inaccuracies that the OPC Report’s analysis-based results and 

conclusions should never be used to foster policy making in the State of Maryland.”2  More 

specifically, the RESA Report found that the OPC Report: 

➢ Omits critical information regarding the Maryland utility Price to Compare (PTC) 

➢ Disregards reasons why customers opt for retail service 

                                                           
1 See Abell Report at 21 
2 See RESA Report at 3 
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➢ Misinforms on the differences between PTC prices and retail supplier offers 

➢ Provides a false comparison between variable tariff prices and 12-month fixed supplier 

prices 

➢ Understates electric PTC prices thereby inflating PTC benefits 

➢ Provides misleading information on the number of retail offers falling below the PTC   

➢ Provides a false derivation of consumer loss 

Unlike the RESA Report, the Abell Report does not conduct a serious review of the OPC Report 

analysis and conclusions and simply sites the OPC Report’s error clad analysis results as given. 

 

B. Abell Report comparison of EIA data to SOS prices is meaningless 

The Abell Report professes to compare EIA data for retail suppliers in Maryland to utility SOS 

prices obtained from the OPC and concludes that residential customers collectively overpaid 

$255 million for retail supplier service between 2014 and 2017.3  As discussed in the remainder 

of this section, this comparison is meaningless, and the $255 million figure presented in the 

report is entirely unfounded for the following reasons: 

1) Setting aside the flaws with the Abell Report methodology, the report does not provide 

a deep explanation of what analysis was done, links to sources, tables depicting 

analysis breakdowns, workpapers or anything else noteworthy.  As such, there is 

nothing provided that can be used to verify if the analysis conducted as part of the 

report was performed correctly regardless of methodology used.   

2) EIA only provides data that enables the derivation of annual average retail supplier 

prices for their entire Maryland residential portfolios by year.  There is no breakdown 

of retail supplier prices by month, customer, product type, product term or even by 

utility.  In other words, EIA essentially just provides a single annual average price by 

year for each supplier for all of Maryland.  As such, this data cannot be used to claim 

over or under payment by any retail customer or group of retail customers.  A proper 

analytical work would have sited the shortcomings of using this data, but the Abell 

Report implies that using it to claim over or under payment is perfectly accurate. 

3) The Abell Report then claims to compare retail supplier prices derived using EIA to 

derived annual average SOS prices for Maryland utilities.  This comparison is 

unequivocally apples and oranges due to the following: 

a. EIA doesn’t break out retail supplier prices by utility, meaning the retail 

supplier prices reported are statewide.  The derived SOS prices are utility 

specific, meaning that these prices reflect market price differentials between 

Maryland utility service areas.  Since retail supplier prices from the EIA do not 

                                                           
3 See Abell Report at 10 
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it is categorically improper to make a blanket comparison between these 

prices and utility specific SOS prices.   

b. EIA doesn’t break out retail supplier prices by term, meaning that each price 

represents a basket of an unknown number of product terms with varying start 

and end dates.  As discussed in the RESA Report, Maryland retail suppliers offer 

a multitude of products to residential customers that enable them to lock in 

prices for terms of up to 36 months.4  As such, many if not all annual EIA prices 

likely incorporate products priced in different years where SOS prices do not, 

making a blanket comparison between the two inappropriate.    

Take for example a residential customer that entered into a 12-month fixed 

price contract with a retail supplier in July of 2014.  The price paid by the 

residential customer would have been derived based on the state of the 

market in 2014.  Since the customer’s contract extends into the first half of 

2015 this price would be incorporated into the EIA 2015 annual price for the 

associated retail supplier even though the price was derived in 2014.  The Abell 

Report would ignore this and compare this price to utility SOS prices derived 

in 2015 falsely claiming that this comparison is valid.    

c. EIA doesn’t break out retail supplier prices by product type, meaning that each 

price represents a basket of an unknown number of product types with 

differing value adds.  Per the RESA Report, Maryland retail suppliers offer 

products to residential customers encompassing renewable options, reward 

programs, wholesale price caps, zero or limited termination fees, cash back, 

gift cards and charitable donations.5  By contrast SOS prices offer customers 

none of these benefits.  Comparing a barebones SOS price to an average of an 

unknown number differentiated products is meaningless and says nothing 

about whether any one customer or group of customers is/are overpaying for 

retail supply or SOS service.    

4) The Abell Report claims that the Maryland utility SOS prices used in the Abell 

Foundation analysis were pulled from monthly OPC Price Comparison reports.6  These 

reports, however, do not provide the true Price to Compare (“PTC”) meaning the full 

price Maryland residential customers truly pay for utility default service.  As discussed 

in the RESA report, the full Maryland electric utility PTC includes a generation charge, 

a transmission charge and a Procurement Cost Adjustment (“PCA”) charge.7  SOS prices 

reported in OPC Price Comparison reports only encompass generation and 

transmission charges, meaning they do not incorporate the complete price residential 

customers pay for utility service.  The RESA Report noted that in the most extreme case 

                                                           
4 See RESA Report at 7 
5 See RESA Report at 7 
6 See Abell Report at 10 
7 See RESA Report at 4 & 5 
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provided in the OPC Report the omission of the PCA amounted to understating the PTC 

by 14%, thereby artificially inflating the value of utility default service.8  

5) The Abell Report claims that “a monthly kilowatt-hour usage figure reported by BGE” 

was used to derive an annual weighted average SOS price for each utility.9  The monthly 

usage of a typical residential customer would be driven by seasonal weather, meaning 

expected kWh usage would vary by month.  Further, the expected usage pattern would 

vary by utility service area.  Maryland utilities provide residential load profiles that 

proxy customer behavior over a given year.  These profiles are publicly available and 

are the standard bearer for proxying customer behavior.  The Abell report does not 

explain why utility specific profile data was ignored or why only a single BGE kWh figure 

was used to weight SOS prices across all utilities suggesting that no serious analysis 

was done.   

It should also be noted that the true PTC residential customers pay for utility service 

changes monthly, quarterly or every four months depending on the utility.  As such, 

ignoring variations in residential monthly kWh volumes across months and utilities 

would skew and likely understate the annual weighted average utility price since higher 

priced months where kWh usage would presumably be higher would get the same 

weighting as lower priced months with lower associated kWh usage.  

The numerous analytical fallacies, lack of sophistication and omission of essential detail render 

the Abell Report EIA analysis meaningless and the claim that residential customers overpaid 

$255 million for retail supplier service between 2014 and 2017 completely invalid. 

 

C. Flawed assessment of 40 customer bills says nothing about the market at 

large 

The Abell Report compares the price paid to retail suppliers by 40 residential customers in 

BGE’s service area to what they would have paid to their respective utility and concludes that 

for “the month” checked these customers overpaid for retail service.10  Checking bill 

differentials for a single month, if done correctly, at best shows that customers paid more for 

retail supplier service for a single month.  It absolutely does not suggest that the 40 customers 

analyzed pay or paid more for retail service for the life of their retail contract or provides even 

minimal insight into the market at large.  Much like the Abell Report’s purported EIA analysis, 

this dubious exercise is laden with questionable analytics and fails to pass as a serious market 

study. 

To begin with, the Abell Report doesn’t sufficiently explain why only BGE’s service area was 

analyzed, why only 40 customers were chosen, what supplier products or terms the 40 

customers were on, which month was analyzed or why, raising the prospect that the data may 

                                                           
8 See RESA Report at 9 
9 See Abell Report at 10 
10 See Abell Report at 18 
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have been cherry picked for the purpose of reaching a desired outcome.  The report also 

doesn’t provide a breakdown of results, tables, links, related data, work papers or even a deep 

explanation of what was done.  Further, comparing one month of retail supplier prices to SOS 

prices does not provide any indication that a customer ultimately over or underpaid for supplier 

service for the term of the associated supplier contract.   

As previously discussed, retail supply contracts can extend as far as 36 months.  That means 

that the price embedded as part of those contracts incorporates the market price for the entire 

term of the contract, not just a single month.  As per the previous example, the contract price 

of a residential customer who entered into a 12-month fixed price contract with a retail 

supplier in July of 2014 would incorporate the market price of both low and high-priced months 

for the 12-month forward period.  As such, a one-month comparison between the annual 

contract price and a Maryland utility PTC may show that the customer paid more for retail 

service when a 12-month comparison would show the customer paid less.  The one-month bill 

assessment claimed in the Abell Report simply represents an inadequate analysis period by 

which to draw meaningful conclusions.     

The Abell Report also claims that over 442,000 residential customers take electric service and 

over 226,000 residential customers take gas service from retail suppliers.11  Assuming the 

report is correct, a survey of 40 customers in only one utility simply does not represent a valid 

sample from which to draw any conclusions regarding the market at large.  So, in addition to 

an inadequate analysis period the analysis also incorporates an inadequate customer sample, 

rendering conclusions reached by the exercise negligible at best. 

 

D. So-called “deep dive” bill analysis for 9 customers is misleading 

The Abell report does a so-called “deep dive” analysis for 9 low income customers in BGE’s 

service area where they compare the prices paid by these customers for retail service to what 

they would have paid for utility service for a 5 to 24-month period and then claim that 

customers overpaid for retail service.12  This again is a questionable exercise that raises the 

prospect that associated data was cherry picked to show a desired outcome. 

The entire analysis approach is puzzling.  The Abell Report does not explain why only 9 

customers were analyzed or how those 9 customers were chosen.  This is particularly 

perplexing since the report claims to have surveyed 40 customers.   Why not perform a deep 

dive on all 40, especially given that over 442,000 electric and over 226,000 gas customers take 

retail supplier service in Maryland by the report’s own account? 

Much like the 40-customer analysis, the Abell Report deep dive does not provide a breakdown 

of the analysis performed, underlying data or related work papers.  It is not unreasonable to 

expect that an analysis proclaimed to be a deep dive would at least include monthly 

                                                           
11 See Abell Report at 5 & 6 
12 See Abell Report at 12 & 13 
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breakdowns in an appendix along with more information on the data and assumptions so that 

results could be cross-verified.    

The analysis is also purportedly run on each customer for a different number of months where 

the precise months analyzed are not provided, meaning the analysis lacks uniformity even 

across the mere 9 customers analyzed.  The report also claims to calculate a 17-month average 

overpayment by the 9 customers even though the 9 customers were supposedly on retail 

supply for differing terms and 3 out of the 9 customers surveyed were only on retail supply for 

5 to 10 months.  Given these glaring analytical fallacies the so-called deep dive can’t even be 

used to draw meaningful conclusions about the group of 9 customers analyzed much less about 

the market at large. 

 

III. Other Issues with the Abell Report 

A. Attacks on the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) are without merit  

The Abell Report attacks the Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) for stating that fixed 

supplier rates “over a year or more can insulate the customer from price changes in the 

Standard Offer Service, which are adjusted twice a year under PSC supervision” because 

“Standard Offer Service rates can go down as well as up; in fact, in recent years, they have been 

declining.”13  Much like the Abell Report’s claim that residential customers overpay for retail 

choice, the report’s attacks on RESA are erroneous and illustrate a lack of expertise regarding 

retail energy markets. 

1) First, the PTC price, meaning the price that residential customers actually pay for utility 

default service, changes much more frequently than twice a year.  As previously 

discussed, this price changes monthly, quarterly or every four months depending on 

the utility.  Further, the month to month change of the utility price can be significant.  

The tables below, taken from the RESA Report14, illustrate the movement of Maryland 

electric PTC prices from 2009 through most of 2018 and gas PTC prices from 2015 

through most of 2018.  As illustrated by the graphs, Maryland utility default service 

prices change frequently and significantly.  As such, it is perfectly reasonable that a 

residential customer, low income or otherwise, would want to shield their budget from 

these price fluctuations. 

 

 

                                                           
13 See Abell Report at 8 
14 See RESA Report at 6 
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2) The fact that “SOS rates go down as well as up” is precisely why customers choose fixed 

price contracts.  A fixed price agreement with a retail supplier insulates the customer 
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from the volatility of price changes, whether prices increase or decrease.  In addition 

to changing frequently, Maryland utility PTC prices are also unknown to the customer 

in advance of their bill, so a fixed price supplier contract offers price transparency as 

well as price stability.  Making the claim that a customer is worse off for entering into 

a long-term fixed price contract because the price of a short-term variable price option 

declined is like saying a customer who bought health insurance is worse off for not 

getting sick.   

3) The claim that utility prices “in recent years…have been declining” is also puzzling.  

Looking at PTC price fluctuations in the graphs above makes clear that both electric 

and gas prices showed marked increases in 2017.  The Abell Report does not explain 

what is meant by the term “in recent years” but it stands to reason that 2017 would 

be included since the Abell Foundation published the Abell Report in 2018.   Finally, 

even if a Maryland utility price trend was showing an overall decline it is by no means 

an indication that prices will continue to decrease indefinitely.  Maryland utilities 

procure electric and gas supply from the market and it doesn’t take an industry expert 

to know that over time market prices fluctuate in both directions.  

The Abell Report also takes aim at RESA for claiming that retail suppliers offer incentives like 

cash or “smart thermostats that allow customers to conserve energy, reduce usage, and lower 

bills” because the “cost of all incentives must be recovered by charges that consumers pay”.15  

This accusation is particularly baffling since all entities including private businesses, utilities, 

government agencies and even the Abell Foundation must recover the cost of their operations.  

That doesn’t mean, however, that their product offerings are worth nothing.  If that was the 

case all businesses would shut their doors.  It should also be noted that if customers are using 

smart thermostats to lower their bills how can the Abell Report claim the cost of those 

thermostats isn’t worth the value provided without hard evidence?  The Abell Report does not 

present any data or evidence indicating what cost retail suppliers embed in their supply prices 

to cover incentives, yet the report insists that retail suppliers are not providing value. 

 

B. Claim that POR leads to higher retail supplier prices is pure fiction 

The Abell Report claims that because Purchase of Receivables (“POR”) enabled retail suppliers 

to offload uncollectible risk to Maryland utilities retail suppliers were free to charge higher 

prices.16  Setting aside that this bizarre and baseless claim is unaccompanied by any research, 

study or analysis of any kind, it also speaks of profound unfamiliarity regarding how retail 

suppliers set their prices and how retail energy markets work. 

A retail supply price is generally comprised of components costed individually and summed up 

to the final offer price.  These components can include, among others, energy, capacity ancillary 

services, ISO fees and associated term supply risk components.  The chance of uncollectible 

customer payment is one of the risks recovered through a retail supply price.  Prior to POR retail 

                                                           
15 See Abell Report at 8 
16 See Abell Report at 9 
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suppliers priced this risk individually.  With POR, retail suppliers now account for this risk in their 

supply price based on the POR charge from a regulated entity.  Whether the POR charge results 

in a higher or lower retail supply price than before, the impact would be negligible.  To claim 

that any retail supplier deliberately increased their price to pad their margins since they no 

longer had the risk of uncollectible payments is ludicrous on its face.  Any retail supplier who 

increases their price simply to pad margins would be undercut by competitors and driven out 

of the market.   The only way to avoid this scenario would be market wide collusion on the part 

of Maryland retail suppliers and there is absolutely no evidence to suggest this is occurring.   

Any offer search of the Maryland Public Service Commission (“Maryland PSC”) shopping 

website17 shows a wide variation in retail supply offer prices indicating that no collusion exists.  

Further, many offers provided on the Maryland PSC website are priced below the associated 

utility PTC, making it quite clear that the presence of POR does not result in retail supplier price 

gouging.  The Intelometry Maryland Market Savings Report for January 2019 shows that in 

January of this year alone 115 retail supply offers posted were below their associated utility PTC 

and that total market savings if all residential customers took advantage of the lowest offer 

would be almost $24 million for the month.18  Certainly these results run counter to the claim 

that the presence of POR creates retail supplier gouging.  

The Abell Report also claims without a shred of evidence that the POR charge “does not take 

into account the higher risk of default when third-party rates are higher”.19  Even if this claim 

was true (which again the Abell Reports provides no evidence for) and POR payments did not 

sufficiently insulate Maryland utilities from uncollectible risk, a reconciliation process would be 

triggered and the POR charge for the following year would be adjusted since Maryland utilities 

are afforded cost recovery plus their regulated rate of return by law.  Simply put, the claim that 

POR results in retail supplier price gouging is preposterous on its face. 

 

C. Disregards reasons why low-income customers may opt for retail service 

The Abell Report blames retail supplier marketing tactics for low-income residential customers 

signing up for retail supplier service.20  The report makes two fallacies here; first the report 

insinuates that low-income customers that choose retail supply always lose money, and second 

the report suggests that low-income customers are incapable of acting in their own best 

interest.   

As this document repeatedly shows all claims made by the Abell Report that customers are 

overpaying for retail supply service are without merit and there is absolutely no real evidence 

that residential customers, including low income customers, overpay for retail supply.  There is, 

however, solid evidence that residential customers can save substantially over their respective 

PTC via signing up for retail supplier service.  The Intelometry Maryland Market Savings Report 

                                                           
17 http://www.psc.state.md.us/electricchoice/shop-and-compare 
18 See Intelometry Maryland Market Savings Report – January 2019 in the Appendix section 
19 See Abell Report at 9 
20 See Abell Report at 14 

http://www.psc.state.md.us/electricchoice/shop-and-compare
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for 2018 shows that many retail supply offers were below their associated PTC in every single 

month of that year.  Further, the report shows that if all residential customers took advantage 

of the lowest offer available and remained on that offer for the contract term the total market 

savings in 2018 would have surpassed $203 million.21    

Since no credible evidence exists that residential customers generally overpay for retail supply, 

the accusation that low-income customers only choose to take service from retail suppliers 

because they are hoodwinked into doing so falls apart.  Further, as discussed in part A above, 

utility PTCs are highly volatile and residential customers don’t know the price they will be paying 

prior to receiving their utility bill.  Retail supply contracts that fix the price of power or natural 

gas for terms of up to 36 months offer both price stability and transparency in addition to 

potential savings.  Given all of this, it would be perfectly rational that residential customers, low 

income or otherwise, would actively choose retail supply service to avoid the volatile nature of 

utility prices and save money in addition to obtaining other value-added benefits associated 

with retail supply.  

 

IV. Conclusion 

The Abell Report misleads the reader by first making an unsubstantiated claim that residential 

customers overpay for retail service and then declaring that retail choice exerts undue harm on low 

income customers as a result.  The report also makes easily debunked accusations that retail 

supplier products don’t offer value to customers and that the exitance of POR results in retail 

supplier price gouging.  Finally, the Abell Report completely disregards the perfectly rational reasons 

why residential customers, low income or otherwise, would choose retail supply over utility default 

service, thereby implying that Maryland consumers are incapable of making their own choices.  

Retail supplier products offer price transparency, price certainty, value added services and potential 

savings while Maryland utility default service offers none of these benefits.  Given all of this, the 

Abell Report should be disregarded as an input in retail energy policy making both at the regulatory 

and legislative levels.  

  

                                                           
21 See Intelometry Maryland Market Savings Report – Calendar 2018 in the Appendix section 
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Appendix 

 

A. Author Bio 

Guy Sharfman 

Principal and Managing Director at Intelometry, Inc. 

Guy Sharfman has over twenty years of operational and consulting experience in the energy industry and 

is a recognized industry expert in the retail and wholesale electricity arenas. Mr. Sharfman has held key 

leadership roles in risk management, structuring and pricing, hedging and position management, and 

wholesale and retail market development and expansion.  In his present role Mr. Sharfman oversees 

Intelometry Inc.’s data services business which encompasses the development, collection, maintenance 

and distribution of retail energy data and market reports utilized by energy companies, brokers, 

governmental entities, consulting firms, trade associations and aggregators to support retail energy 

operations and analysis across U.S. markets. Mr. Sharfman also heads Intelometry’s consulting business 

which specializes in retail energy market operations, market strategy, regulation and valuations.  

Mr. Sharfman has testified in cases before numerous state utility commissions as well as the 

Massachusetts legislature. Mr. Sharfman’s industry experience includes buying and selling power, 

creating hedging strategies to manage risks associated with term supply, developing physical delivery 

capabilities for companies to serve new markets, electricity product structuring and pricing, wholesale 

and retail contract negotiation, utility tariff modeling, power plant value assessment, supply and demand 

forecasting, benchmarking evaluations, and electric procurement analyses.   

PREVSIOUS INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE 

Econ One Research, Inc. (2001 - 2004) 

Director of Energy Strategy responsible for establishing a new business consulting practice centering on 

the power and natural gas industries in North America.  Acquired and managed consulting projects for 

major energy companies, law firms and energy publications.  Conducted studies and gave presentations 

on the future of energy markets to clients and associations.   

Enron Wholesale Services (2001-2002) 

Managed Enron’s retail power positions and developed new markets in the Central region.  Created and 

managed retail power forward curves into all major control areas in the ECAR, MAIN and MAPP regions.  

Structured financial and physical products for retail power customers in Illinois, Michigan, Ohio and 

Virginia.  Assisted Enron regulatory affairs group in various energy proceedings in front of FERC and State 

Commissions in Illinois, Ohio and Michigan. 

Nicor Energy, L.L.C. (2000-2001) 

Manager of Electric Services responsible for structuring and pricing retail electricity in Illinois control 

areas.  Trained and supervised Nicor Energy’s power pricing desk.  Negotiated electric supply agreements 

with wholesale companies to supply portions of Nicor Energy’s retail load obligations.  Developed retail 
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electric service capabilities for Nicor Energy in Michigan and Ohio control areas.  Developed a Green Power 

supply option for Nicor Energy in Illinois. 

Analytical Support Network, Inc. (1998-2000) 

Performed open access pricing for an alternative retail electric supplier.  Constructed retail power pricing 

models for the Commonwealth Edison control area.  Created indices that predicted a company’s open 

access savings potential based on variables such as SIC codes in order to develop a target market.  

Conducted open access option assessment for various electric consumers.  Performed all types of 

economic cost and efficiency analyses including contract assessment, price and demand forecasting, 

future revenue expectations and efficiency of operations assessments. Assessed expert testimony and 

prepared cross-examination questions for legal staff.  Assisted in the testimony strategy of expert 

witnesses testifying in various electric deregulation proceedings before the Illinois Commerce Commission 

and the Public Utility Commission of Wisconsin. 

TESTIFYING EXPERIENCE 

The Massachusetts Legislature  

Provided testimony before the Joint Committee on Telecommunications, Utilities and Energy regarding 

the Office of the Massachusetts General study that claimed retail suppliers are over charging customers 

in Massachusetts.  Illustrated the flaws inherent in the study and demonstrated that retail suppliers do 

save customers money in Massachusetts as well as provide other benefits. 

New York Public Service Commission 

Provided testimony before the New York Public Service Commission (“NY PSC”) in the Matter of Eligibility 

Criteria for Energy Service Companies (ESCOs). Prepared analysis and related testimony and exhibits that 

demonstrated the benefits of ESCO supply to mass market customers. 

New York Public Service Commission 

Submitted an expert report to the New York Public Service Commission (“NY PSC”) commenting on a 

reference price proposal put forth by the NY PSC staff that presented a methodology to cap ESCO electric 

and natural gas mass market price offers in the State of New York.  Prepared detailed analyses using 

historical market and utility data illustrating issues with the proposed reference price and demonstrating 

that the reference price proposal did not meet its stated goals. 

Illinois Commerce Commission 

Provided testimony before the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC”) in a docket to determine 

distribution rate increases and related riders for Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”).  Prepared 

analysis and related testimony and exhibits illustrating historical and forecasted distribution and bundled 

rate costs paid by ComEd customer classes.  

Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities  

Provided an expert report and testimony before the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities 

(“Department”) regarding NSTAR Electric’s filed request to enter into two proposed purchased power 

agreements (“PPA”) for wind generation.  The report and related testimony assessed the value of the wind 

PPAs to NSTAR customers and measured the impacts of the PPAs on existing default rates. 
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Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control 

Provided an expert report to the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control (“Department”) 

regarding historical cost differentials between CL&P regulated and market prices.  Participated in a round-

table style hearing before the Department to determine the benefits and detriments of allowing 

Connecticut utilities to engage in portfolio management. 

Public Service Commission of Maryland 

Testified on behalf of a prominent energy company in a case before the Public Service Commission of 

Maryland (“PSCM”) regarding historical cost differentials between BG&E regulated tariff prices and PJM 

market prices.  Cross examination was conducted in front of the five Maryland Commissioners, who were 

interested in understanding the impacts of default price volatility that would be associated with a 

decrease in default rate price levels. 

Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission 

Testified on behalf of a coalition of energy companies in a case before the Pennsylvania Public Utilities 

Commission (“PPUC”) regarding historical cost differentials between Duquesne Light regulated tariff 

prices and PJM market prices.  Testimony analyzed the savings that residential and small commercial 

customers would have attained had they procured their electric requirements directly from the market, 

as opposed to Duquesne Light tariffs. 

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 

Testified on behalf of a coalition of energy companies and a manufacturer’s association in a case before 

the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) on the market impacts of a rate stabilization plan proposed 

by First Energy Corporation.  Testimony analyzed the impacts that the proposed plan would exert on 

regional energy markets and provided the PUCO with alternative options to the plan including a wholesale 

Provider of Last Resort (POLR) auction. 

Illinois Commerce Commission 

Testified in a hearing before the Illinois Commerce Commission to determine how energy values that set 

alternative electricity rates for all investor owned Illinois electric utilities should be calculated.  Used the 

Retail Power Index (“RPI”), which I constructed and published in Platts Megawatt Daily and Power Markets 

Week, in testimony to demonstrate the inadequacies of the current energy value calculation.  Testified as 

to which remedies to the current calculation would improve market efficiency. 

Illinois Commerce Commission 

Testified in a proceeding before the Illinois Commerce Commission to set an electricity default rate for 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”).  In testimony, presented an alternative tariff design to the 

one proposed by ComEd that offered greater transparency and allowed for more adequate cost recovery.  

The final negotiated design incorporated many of the revisions that I proposed. 

ADDITIONAL EXPERT ENGAGEMENTS 

Honorarium to discuss agent-based modeling of electricity markets at Argon National Laboratory, 

Chicago, Illinois 
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Attended an honorarium for power marketers to assist Argon National Laboratory in building an electricity 

market modeling system that will allow regulators to anticipate market gaming behavior on the part of 

generators and power marketers in the event of market rule changes.  Discussed the differences in market 

structures between current independent system operators and how energy companies use these different 

structures to create arbitrage opportunities.  Offered insights into trading behavior in different NERC 

regions across the United States in real time, day ahead and term wholesale and retail markets.  

Illinois Commerce Commission Electric Market Roundtable, Chicago, Illinois 

Participated in the annual electric market roundtable discussions at the Illinois Commerce Commission.  

The Chairman of the Illinois Commerce Commission hosts the roundtable discussions.  Participants include 

CEOs and CFOs of energy firms, leaders of commercial and industrial consumer groups as well as selected 

industry experts.  The topics center around the development of competition in the electricity markets in 

Illinois both on a wholesale and retail level and what can be done to further foster competition’s 

development.  

Operational Task Force for the Midwest Independent System Operator, Indianapolis, Indiana     

Attended an operational task force comprised of representatives from transmission owners and market 

participants to resolve operational issues for the Midwest Independent System Operator.  Discussed 

issues involving methods of interaction and settlement between the transmission owners participating in 

the Midwest Independent System operator, independent marketers serving or planning to serve retail 

load, and municipalities. 

PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLISHED WORKS 

“What happened to Enron? (And other issues in the energy industry)”, presentation before the Rotary 

Club of Chicago Financial District.  

“After Enron, Will Power Competition Survive?” Natural Gas - The Monthly Journal for Producers, 

Marketers, Pipelines, Distributors, and End-Users, Wiley Periodicals, Inc. 

“The Impacts of The Enron Bankruptcy and the California Crisis on The Future of Wholesale and Retail 

Power Markets” Presentation to the International Association for Energy Economics. 

The Retail Power Index (“RPI”) published previously in Platts Megawatt Daily and Power Markets Week. 

EDUCATION 

MA  Economics, DePaul University at Chicago, IL, 1998 

BA  Economics, University of Illinois at Champaign/Urbana, IL, 1994 
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B. Intelometry Maryland Market Savings Report – January 2019 

Maryland Retail Supplier Offers v PTC 

 

Data Sources and Assumptions 
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C. Intelometry Maryland Market Savings Report – Calendar 2018 

Maryland Retail Supplier Offers v PTC 
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Notable Maryland Retail Supplier Offers
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Data Sources and Assumptions 

 


